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SEAS Response to Issue Specific Hearing 6 (ISH6):
Hearings Action Point 20
Deadline 6 Submission
ISH6 Action Point 20: Requirements 23 and 24: Consideration of and response to
points made by IPs: That work be managed around the peak holiday season as,
according to evidence to be submitted by SEAS, is the practice elsewhere.

SEAS has investigated other tourism resorts in France where timetables for
construction periods are designed to work alongside peak tourism periods. The French
authorities do not wish to undermine their tourism due to infrastructure construction and
therefore the two activities are scheduled carefully in order to be sensitive to the needs
of the tourism industry.

SEAS provides herewith evidence of one example of this in a region of France, called
Chatel, a commune in the Haute-Savoie department in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alps
region in south-eastern France. Please see below the document Reglementation des
periodes et horaires de chantier, Mairie de Chatel.

This evidence is the Timetable (Horaire) for the construction sites in the area. This is a
mandatory timetable and it details the periods in which all external major infrastructure
works and therefore the majority of materials transportation are prohibited. This
includes the following times:

1. All major external infrastructure works are prohibited from 16 December to 30
April and from 1 July to 31 August. These represent the peak tourism periods in
that particular area.
2. Throughout the year all works have to halt between 12.15 and 13.15.
3. No works are allowed on Sundays and bank holidays.
4. During the holiday seasons, for those internal quiet building works such as
decorating, which are permitted (whilst the external construction works are
forbidden), the hours for construction are limited from 08.00 to 18.30.
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If we were to apply the same logic and thought for the Aldeburgh region tourism sector,
we would propose that all infrastructure works are forbidden during the following
periods:
1. Spring half term
2. Easter week
3. Peak tourism season : 1 June to 1 October (this includes Britten-Pears June
Festival and August Proms)
4. October half term
5. Christmas week

Tourism in this Aldeburgh region is throughout the year, because ramblers,
ornithologists and short stay visitors are not deterred by weather, but the peak is during
the hotter months not only for school holidays, but for empty nesters during June and
September, when the beaches are popular and the villages benefit from visitors using
all the hospitality services fully. The roads are very congested during these periods as
shown by John Trapp’s modelling in his Written Representation (REP5-113) with over
1,000 vehicles on the A1094 per hour at peak times in September 2020.

We do not support the SPR EA1N and EA2 onshore plans but if they are given consent,
then we would urge the ExA to be aware of the serious threat to the tourism sector and
that at least, the construction timetable should be restricted to those times when the
tourism sector is quieter.
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